Focus on healthcare beds

PERFECT MOVEMENT AND INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS

LINAK.COM/MEDLINE-CARELINE
Prepare for **significant** demographic challenges

Across the world, the average age of the population is growing rapidly. Actually it has been estimated by the WHO that the world population above the age of 60 will nearly double to 2 billion people by 2050. The fact that there are more elderly to care for increases the financial challenges and the pressure on hospitals, nursing homes, and in homecare. However, in the future there will be fewer hands to do the caring. According to the WHO, the world will be short of 12.9 million healthcare workers in 2035 and in developed countries, 40% of nurses will leave health employment within the next decade.

This tremendous challenge calls for innovative thinking and new ideas on how to make the healthcare sector more efficient and help save time and human resources. Only by thinking ahead can we provide advanced solutions for patients and care personnel and truly make a valuable difference.

Let us together care for tomorrow today.
Highlights within healthcare beds

If you are looking for ways to make people in need of care more independent, the bed is an obvious place to start. LINAK offers the perfect fit into various constructions of healthcare beds for hospitals, nursing homes and homecare. How far you want to go intelligence-wise is up to you.

ACT – ATTENDANT CONTROL TOUCH

ACT is the future of full bed control with intuitive touch-screen user-interface

ACT offers you
- User-friendly bed control
- User targeted operation levels
- All control in one unit
- Relevant data at hand
- Extensive range of value adding features

Coming up Spring 2017
System solutions for hospital beds

Add extra functionality and value to your products

OUT OF BED DETECTION
Efficient care with fewer check-ups

SCALE
Efficient in-bed weighing

SERVICE DATA TOOL
Efficient service and maintenance

WET DETECTION
Comfort for patients and staff

UNDER BED LIGHT
Increased safety for citizens and staff

INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS EXAMPLE:

LA40 ACTUATOR
Up to 8,000 N
Lifting actuator
BASIC SOLUTIONS EXAMPLE:

**LA40 ACTUATOR**

Up to 8,000 N

Lifting actuator

**HB80 HAND CONTROL**

Ergonomic design and switch activations. Magnet or hook

**CO61 CONTROL BOX**

Easy to fit, easy to clean, Worldwide compatible and with OpenBus technology

**BA19 LEAD ACID BATTERY**

Compact size, easy to clean, easy to remove

**HD80 HAND CONTROL**

Ergonomic design and switch activations. Magnet or hook

**CO61 CONTROL BOX**

Easy to fit, easy to clean, Worldwide compatible and with OpenBus technology

**BL1 COLUMN**

Up to 2,000 N

Lifting column. Optional cables inside the column

**ACT TOUCH CONTROL**

The future of full bed control with intuitive touch-screen user-interface

Coming up Spring 2017
System solutions for nursing home beds

Add extra functionality and value to your products

**SERVICE DATA TOOL**
Efficient service and maintenance

**WET DETECTION**
Comfort for patients and staff

**UNDER BED LIGHT**
Increased safety for citizens and staff

**OUT OF BED DETECTION**
Efficient care with fewer check-ups

**INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS EXAMPLE:**

**LA40 ACTUATOR**
Up to 8,000 N

Lifting actuator
BASIC SOLUTIONS EXAMPLE:

LA40 ACTUATOR
Up to 8,000 N
Lifting actuator

HL80 HAND CONTROL
Ergonomic design and switch activations.
Lockable handset

CA40 CONTROL BOX
Can be fully integrated with LA40

BA19 LEAD ACID BATTERY
Compact size, easy to clean, easy to remove

ATTENDANT CONTROL CONTROL
Handset keys with lockouts.
Up to 15 keys

HB80 HAND CONTROL
Ergonomic design and switch activations.
Magnet or hook

CO61 CONTROL BOX
Easy to fit, easy to clean, Worldwide compatible and with OpenBus technology

BA21 LI-ION BATTERY
High battery power, easy to clean
System solutions for home care beds

Add extra functionality and value to your products

- **UNDER BED LIGHT**: Increased safety for citizens and staff
- **WET DETECTION**: Comfort for citizens and staff
- **OUT OF BED DETECTION**: Efficient care with fewer check-ups
- **SERVICE DATA TOOL**: Efficient service and maintenance
BASIC SOLUTIONS EXAMPLE:

**LA40 ACTUATOR**
Up to 8,000 N
Lifting actuator

**HL70 HAND CONTROL**
Ergonomic design and switch activations.
Lockable handset

**CA40 CONTROL BOX**
Can be fully integrated with LA40

INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS EXAMPLE:

**LA40 ACTUATOR**
Up to 8,000 N
Lifting actuator

**HL70 HAND CONTROL**
Ergonomic design and switch activations.
Lockable handset

**CO61 CONTROL BOX**
Easy to fit, easy to clean, Worldwide compatible and with OpenBus technology
The intelligent bed is born – make the most of it

If you are looking for ways to make people in need of care more independent, the bed is an obvious place to start. Thanks to built-in intelligence safety, comfort and efficiency can be greatly improved in healthcare beds to benefit both users and carers. From being a passive necessity, the bed can be turned into an active, intelligent partner. The intelligent features can translate into better economy, a better working environment and not least higher comfortable and higher quality of life for the patient.

LINAK offers a variety of intelligent solutions for healthcare beds for hospitals, nursing homes and homecare as illustrated on this page. How intelligent you want your bed is up to you.
GLOBAL PRESENCE
LINAK® has a well-developed sales and service organisation in Europe, America, Asia and Australia. Therefore, we can assist you and your customers locally, under the global sales concept idea: Be global, act local

TERMS OF USE
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. LINAK takes great care in providing accurate and up-to-date information on its products. However, due to continuous development in order to improve its products, LINAK products are subject to frequent modifications and changes without prior notice. Therefore, LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of said information on its products. While LINAK uses its best efforts to fulfil orders, LINAK cannot, for the same reasons as mentioned above, guarantee the availability of any particular product. Therefore, LINAK reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed on its website or listed in its catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK.

All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.

LINAK has a world-class sales and service organisation. Today we are present in 35 countries all over the world. For further information, please visit our website: www.linak.com